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Central Tolerance Matters

In this issue of Immunity, Anderson et al. provide an-
other clue to the riddle that is Aire—why do human
beings and mice lacking Aire develop diffuse and
pathogenic autoimmunity? They find that Aire influ-
ences central tolerance not only by promoting the ex-
pression of peripheral self-proteins in thymic medul-
lary epithelial cells (MECs) but also by furnishing
these cells with the apparatus for effective antigen
presentation (Anderson et al., 2005).

In human beings, mutations in Aire lead to an autosomal
recessive autoimmune disease termed APECED (auto-
immune polyendocrinopathy-candidiasis-ectodermal dys-
trophy) or APS-1 (autoimmune polyglandular syndrome
type 1) (Nagamine et al., 1997). Similarly, mice with a
targeted disruption in Aire develop multiorgan inflam-
matory infiltrates and autoantibodies (Ramsey et al.,
2002; Anderson et al., 2002). Analysis of Aire-deficient
mice revealed that the inhibition of autoimmune dis-
ease requires MEC expression of Aire, and Aire-nega-
tive MECs have diminished expression of genes encod-
ing otherwise tissue-restricted proteins (Anderson et
al., 2002; Derbinski et al., 2005). A key to Aire’s function
may be revealed by its structure. Aire encodes a mod-
ular protein with two plant homeodomain (PHD)-zinc
finger domains, a SAND domain common to several
transcription factors (Gibson et al., 1998), a bipartite
nuclear localization signal, and four nuclear-receptor
binding motifs (Ramsey et al., 2002). Its expression is
regulated by polyubiquitination and proteosomal deg-
radation, and it associates with CBP and p300. Aire has
all the characteristics of a transcriptional regulator, and
yet it is a mystery—how does a transcriptional regulator
promote the activation of a large and diverse group of
tissue-specific genes united only as targets of autoim-
munity? As a further complication, evidence has been
presented suggesting Aire possesses E3 ubiquitin li-
gase activity mediated by one of its PHD homeodo-
mains, and mutations affecting this enzymatic activity
result in autoimmune disease (Uchida et al., 2004). This
result highlights the potential for an additional function
in maintaining self-tolerance.

How Does Aire Promote Self-Tolerance?
The expression of so-called “tissue-specific” proteins
is observed in both human and mouse MECs (Gotter
and Kyewski, 2004). One hypothesis posits this may
provide a way for developing thymocytes to anticipate
the variety of self-proteins potentially encountered
while patrolling the body for invading pathogens (Got-
ter and Kyewski, 2004). Two mechanistic models have
been proposed. In one scenario, negative selection of
developing thymocytes would purge the repertoire of T
cells reactive with Aire-induced self-proteins. A second
possibility suggests self-reactive T cells may not be
eliminated but rather promoted to the rank of regulatory
T cells (Treg). To distinguish these two possibilities, An-
derson et al. evaluated the formation and function of
Treg and the negative selection of developing thymo-
cytes in Aire-deficient mice. Although earlier reports did
not observe any defect in the numbers of CD4+CD25+

T cells (Anderson et al., 2002; Liston et al., 2003, 2004),
the functional Treg activity of this population in Aire-
deficient mice remained untested until recently (Ander-
son et al., 2005; Kuroda et al., 2005). Aire-deficient
CD4+CD25+ Treg possess wild-type (wt) levels of Foxp3
and effectively inhibit the proliferation of CD4+CD25− T
cells in vitro, indicating no defect in the regulatory lin-
eage. Anderson et al. extended these studies to test
regulatory function in vivo as well. In a well-charac-
terized assay of autoimmune colitis induced by the
transfer of purified CD4+CD25− cells into lymphopenic
mice, Aire-deficient and Aire-expressing CD4+CD25+

Treg equally inhibited pathology and wasting (Anderson
et al., 2005).

To test the possibility that other regulatory popula-
tions not possessing the CD4+CD25+ phenotype de-
pend upon Aire expression, a second in vivo experi-
mental strategy was employed (Anderson et al., 2005;
Kuroda et al., 2005). Thymic stroma, from Aire-negative
and -positive donors, were grafted into mice lacking
their own thymus. In this case, the host T cell precur-
sors populated both of the grafted thymic lobes and
were selected by the criteria of the respective donor
thymii. When wt and Aire-deficient thymic lobes were
grafted at a 1:1 ratio, no improvement in the autoim-
mune infiltrates was observed (Anderson et al., 2005;
Kuroda et al., 2005). The Treg selected in the Aire-posi-
tive thymus could not restrain the autoimmune attack
of the cells selected in the Aire-deficient thymus. Al-
though a minor defect in Treg has not been ruled out,
together these data support the conclusion that Aire
does not prevent autoimmunity by the positive selec-
tion of T .
reg
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Defective Negative Selection in Aire-Deficient Mice m
bThe role of Aire in negative selection of autoreactive
lthymocytes has been investigated by assessing the de-
Mvelopment of T cells expressing transgenic T cell anti-
fgen receptors of a single specificity in conjunction with
ha model tissue-specific antigen (Anderson et al., 2005;
nListon et al., 2003, 2004). Liston et al. found that thymo-
ncytes expressing a receptor specific for hen egg lyso-

zyme (HEL) are normally deleted in the presence of HEL
iexpressed under control of either the rat insulin pro-
smoter (RIP) or thyroglobulin promoter; however, they
ofailed to be deleted in the absence of Aire (Liston et al.,
p2003, 2004). In these mice, the expression of HEL
adriven by the tissue-specific promoters was, as pre-
sdicted, significantly lower in the Aire-deficient MECs.
dThus, efficient negative selection was impaired, result-
eing in the maturation of autoreactive thymocytes, pe-
Hripheral autoreactivity, and diabetes (Liston et al., 2004).
WThe same thymocytes were deleted properly when HEL
iwas expressed under control of a systemic MHC class
uI promoter even in the absence of Aire. Anderson et al.
ssimilarly found the expected normal T cell deletion in
gtwo additional models with abundant expression of the
amodel antigen (Anderson et al., 2005). In keeping with
bthe proposed role of Aire in extending the expression

of tissue-specific genes, Aire was also found to be re-
Aquired for deletion of OVA-specific MHC class I or class
UII-specific thymocytes and the prevention of diabetes
Lwhen the transgenic antigen was expressed under the

control of the RIP.

S

A Fresh Function for Aire: Antigen Presentation
A

As is often the case, the most important result ap- l
peared in the experimental controls. Although the ex- M
pectation was that negative selection failed because of A
reduced RIP-OVA transcripts, this was not the case. a
The transcript levels for OVA were virtually identical in D

gAire-positive and Aire-negative MECs. Nonetheless,
Ethe deletion of thymocytes recognizing OVA was de-
Gfective in the Aire-deficient thymus, suggesting a fur-
Bther, perhaps even more important function for Aire.
GThis finding follows a recent study in which Aire-defi-
7cient mice were shown to develop an autoimmune in-
Kfiltration associated with reactivity against a ubiquitous
Y

self-protein, α-fodrin, reminiscent of Sjögren’s syn- I
drome (Kuroda et al., 2005). In this case, the expression L
of α-fodrin transcripts in MECs was similarly unaffected (
by the loss of Aire. To find a solution to this enigma, L
Anderson et al. tested the ability of Aire-deficient MECs K

(to present antigen to T cells. RIP-OVA transgenic MECs
Nwere unable to induce wt levels of proliferation when
Hincubated with OVA reactive T cells, despite equal ex-
epression of OVA transcripts by both cell types. Similarly,
RAire-deficient MECs pulsed with antigen did not stimu-
K

late proliferation as efficiently as their Aire-expressing H
counterparts, suggesting that the defect is not in anti- U
gen processing. So, what is amiss? Differences in the H

(usual suspects of antigen presentation would have
ade for a satisfying conclusion to an engaging tale,
ut that was not to be. The levels of MHC and costimu-

atory molecules were unchanged in the Aire-negative
ECs. Instead, microarray data intriguingly point to dif-

erences in the MEC expression of chemokines. Per-
aps, these and other noted differences will lead to a
ew understanding of antigen presentation regulating
egative selection.
Aire-deficient mice have been invaluable in highlight-

ng the importance of MEC expression of otherwise tis-
ue-specific proteins in promoting self-tolerance—
nce and for all time establishing the physiological im-
ortance of central tolerance in the avoidance of horror
utoxicus. Furthermore, amidst the flurry of excitement
urrounding the discovery of Treg cells, these studies
emonstrate that “recessive” negative selection is an
ssential aspect of self versus nonself discrimination.
ow can we know so much but understand so little?
hat are the aspects of antigen presentation missing

n Aire-deficient MECs? How does a transcriptional reg-
lator act on a widely diverse and seemingly unrelated
et of genes? And finally, if Aire functions as an E3 li-
ase, what are its targets, and how does their turnover
ffect negative selection? The riddle of Aire has yet to
e fully solved.
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